Why do I need to know more?
Why do I need to react faster?
Why do I need vUTP?
Service Recovery Paradox (SRP) is a well-known and documented phenomenon. The serious
failure of online service could be transformed into a real success story and could even be used to
increase overall service value and customer loyalty if only service recovery was fast, efficient and
properly communicated to the end-users of the service. The SRP can be efficiently used to make the
brand of digital service stronger and more trusted if failures are quickly discovered, if their root causes
are properly identified, and if all vital functionalities immediately restored. The whole recovery process
has to be facilitated by trusted tools and solutions.

Distributed digital services in the world of outsourced resources and complex dependencies
between service components are highly sensitive to failures of computing infrastructure, malfunctions
of data transmission networks and power outages in distant geographic regions. The most reliable
solution to the implementation of the today's global scale services is based on cloud infrastructure.
According to Gartner's report during the period of July 2016 through to June 2018 nearly 2,000
inquiries involving cloud monitoring had been recorded. Inquiries relating to the testing and
monitoring services in the cloud environment are increasing at the rate of 28% per year [Gartner, How
to React to the Impact of the Cloud on IT Operations Monitoring, 08.2018].

Cloud infrastructure is carefully designed, with all of its components secured and instantly
monitored, yet it is still prone to failures, deterioration of the selected cloud components and
degradation of the overall performance. According to Lloyd's report, The Amazon Web Services AWS
Simple Storage Service (S3) outage in February 2017 affected some websites for up to 11 hours. The
outage affected major websites and services such as Quora, Coursera, Expedia, GitHub, and Trello
[Lloyd’s: Cloud down. Impacts on the US economy, 2018].

The NetResearch vUTP platform designed for instant testing and monitoring of modern services
is the right tool for high quality and reliability assurance. vUTP platform supports not only cloud based
but also software and on-premise test agents which can be transparently used to perform either single
on-demand or periodical tests scheduled with user-defined timespans and intensities. vUTP allows fast
service failure detection, recognition of the failure root causes and implementation of proper service
recovery procedures. With the use of vUTP the Service Recovery Paradox is just a well-planned service
evolution milestone.

